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WHAT ARE JAR SPELLS?

Container spells; they are as old as any magical religion known. These versatile spells are for tweaking almost any situation you can think of; from spicing up a relationship to banishing someone away from you forever. The spells being concealed and concentrated in to a jar makes it a much more potent way to do your root-work. Having a spell contained to a jar also gives you a better chance of it working before it has a chance to escape.
You will find that most ingredients in this book are not in exact quantities. This is intentional as it’s not exact on how much you need of each. It’s more to do with how much of something you can acquire or have on hand. It also goes on how much you feel as an individual will be fitting inside your jar. These spells are customizable and not exact. The recipes you find in this book are the ones I have used and had perfected over the years. You may find that you are moved to use something else or add a trinket of some sorts, and that is perfectly ok! It will be more customized to your needs and to you as an individual. So keep the creativity alive!
**Writing a Petition:**

A petition is a piece of paper that you write what your intentions are or the focus of the spell on. Usually just a small scrap of paper not bigger than half a sheet, you will want to write the name or names of people that are the focus of the spell, or write a small description of what the situation you want tweaked. If it is a negative result you want, e.g. a banishing spell, a break up spell, or banishing, you will want to fold the paper up away from your body. If it’s a positive result, e.g. love, luck, or money, you will want to fold it towards your body.

**Storing Your Jar Spell:**

To store a jar spell place in a place that is relevant but is also hidden. For example, a protection spell can be placed underneath the steps or porch in your home. A love jar can be placed in your underwear drawer or buried in the targets yard.

Be creative but secretive!
DISCARDING THE JARS:

After the jar has done its job you will need to properly discard it. You must do this in a respectful manner in order to keep the effects of the jar lasting around you. Either bury the jar under moonlight, or release the contents of the jar in a river. Both ways will be fitting and respectful way to dispose of the jar.
MONEY JAR SPELL

The money jar spell is a powerful way to draw money to you. Use this jar if you’re ever in a pinch or use it as a continuous way to draw money into your home or business.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
1 1/2 pint Mason jar with lid
Bayberry
Nutmeg
Allspice
Cinnamon powder
Patchouli leaf
Pine needles
Thyme
Honey
Copper penny /silver dime

DIRECTIONS:
Fill the jar about halfway with honey. Sprinkle in all of your herbs and roots one at a time all the while focusing on your intentions for making the jar. After placing the herbs in the jar, if you have an old copper penny or silver dime place it in the jar. Fill the rest of the jar with honey to the neck and then stir 9 times clock-wise. Seal and store the jar.
Banish Enemies Jar

Remove the negative entities in your life; either a person or spirit, if you want them gone, banish them away forever with this potent spell.

What You Will Need:
1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid
Vinegar
A small lemon
Water
Burnt rose petals and thorns
A petition (paper and pen)
9 stick pins
Optional: small object of the subjects

Directions:
Write on a piece of paper the name of a person you want out of your life this is known as a petition. Cut the lemon in half and place the name inside the lemon. Use the stick pins to secure the halves together. Place the lemon in the jar and fill halfway up with vinegar. Add all other ingredients one at a time focusing your intentions into each herb or object placed in the jar. Fill the rest of the way up with vinegar and stir 9 times counter-clockwise. Seal and store the jar.
**Reversal Jar**

This jar is to reverse a bad decision or situation in your life. Use with extreme caution; some things happen for a reason and need to play out. And some situations are too far gone to reverse.

**What You Will Need:**

- 4oz mason or baby food jar with lid
- Ammonia
- Paper petition (paper and pen)
- Tape

**Directions:**

Fill the small jar with ammonia and place the petition of what you want changed inside the jar. Seal the jar with lid and tape the seal. Turn it upside down while storing.
**Love Jar**

Love is in the jar! To tantalize your desired partner your way, or to nudge a friendship that is going that way along use this spell.

**What You Will Need:**
- 1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid
- Honey
- Cherry bark
- Coriander seeds
- Ginger root
- Honeysuckle flower
- Lavender

**Directions:**
Fill the jar half way with honey, adding the ingredients one at a time focusing on your love. Fill the jar all the way up with honey and seal the jar, writing your desires name on top.
To sour the relationship of two people you cannot stand to see together use this dangerous spell.

**WHAT YOU WILL NEED:**
- 1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid
- Vinegar
- Lemon verbena
- Red pepper flakes
- Walnut leaves
- Petition (paper and pen)

**DIRECTIONS:**
Fill the jar up with vinegar leaving room for the herbs. Write the names of the couple you want broke up on a piece of paper and add in. Seal the jar.
PROSPERITY JAR

For wealth and successful venture give this jar a try in all of your pursuits.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid
Honey
Petition (paper and pen)
Allspice
Bayberry
Patchouli
Tonka beans
Strawberry leaves
Cloves

DIRECTIONS:
Fill the jar only half way with honey. Add the ingredients one at a time focusing your intent on each herb. Write down your situation you want tweaked, e.g. the name of your business, your life in general, a new relationship (romantic or platonic). Top off the jar with honey the rest of the way and seal the jar.
PROTECTION JAR

The protection jar is great for warding off a particular person, an evil spirit, or just for a general protection of your home or business.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:

1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid
Vinegar
Black Snake Root
Cinnamon powder
Elder flowers
Fennel seeds
Yellow mustard seed
Devil Pod / Bat Nut

DIRECTIONS:

Fill half way with vinegar and fill with the herbs and roots focusing on keeping you and your family/your business and coworkers safe from harm. Fill to the brim with vinegar and seal tightly.
ACHES AND PAINS JAR

To keep aches and pains away use this jar stored under your bed. The ingredients in this jar can also act as a bath soak. However use a new batch not the contents of the jar spell for a bath soak.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:

1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid
Honey
Buckeye Nut
St. John’s wort
Kava-kava
Ginseng
Valerian root
Basil

DIRECTIONS:

Fill the jar about halfway with honey and add ingredients passing them over what aches on your persons that you want gone and asking for the pain to ease. Fill the rest of the way with honey and seal the jar.
**Prophetic or Psychic Visions:**

For this jar you should be actively practicing to achieve psychic visions. This jar is to aide in that venture instead of being the key factor in achieving that goal. There are many books and other spells on the topic of prophetic visions that can be used to aide you on your quest.

**What You Will Need:**

1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid

Vinegar

Epsom salt

Talcum powder

Calamus root

**Directions:**

Fill the jar halfway with the vinegar and add the salts, powder and root individually, really focusing on your desire to see prophetic visions. Fill the rest of the way with vinegar and seal tightly.
SPIRIT WARD

This jar is to specifically help your battle with an unquiet spirit in your home or business.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid
Vinegar
Fern
Pine needles
Wood betony
Boldo leaf
Blackberry leaves
Anise seed

DIRECTIONS:
Fill the jar with the vinegar of your choosing halfway up. Add all the ingredients individually focusing on the banishment of the spirit and the protection of your friends and family. Fill the rest of the way up with vinegar and seal tightly.
Are you in need of a little luck? Look no further. The insanely popular luck jar, perfected over years of practice.

**What You Will Need:**
1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid
Honey
Irish moss
John the conqueror root
Nutmeg
Star anise
Rose petals
Wintergreen

**Directions:**
Fill the Mason jar half way with honey. Add the ingredients listed one at a time focusing your intent on each root or herb placed in the jar. Fill the rest of the way with honey and stir clockwise 9 times before sealing securely.
**Jinx Breaker Jar**

Whether it’s a suspicious hunch or you have absolute proof use this jar spell to break any malicious jinxes from other practitioners who may have it out for you.

**What You Will Need:**
- 1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid
- Honey
- Nettle
- Mint
- Patchouli leaves
- Walnut leaves
- Rue
- Hyssop

**Directions:**
Fill the jar halfway with honey. Add the ingredients one by one focusing your intent on releasing yourself from any jinx or hex that may have befallen on you. Fill the rest of the way with honey and stir 9 times clockwise. Seal the jar securely.
Nightmares Jar

A helpful little jar spell that helps the sufferer rid themselves of nightmares and get back to having well rested sleep. This is a great spell to help with little ones who have night terrors, people that suffer from PTSD, or anyone that has the occasional bad dream.

What You Will Need:

1 ½ pint Mason jar with lid
Honey
Thyme
Whole Hops Flower
Vervain

Directions:

Fill the jar to the halfway point with honey. Add the roots and herbs one at a time focusing on the person who you want to rid of nightmares. Top off with the honey and seal tightly. Store under the persons bed it’s intended for.
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